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Introduction

Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network—real-world application domains, such as autonomous
driving, natural language processing, sentiment analysis, and epidemiology.

Large LSTM models – difficult both offline and online training.

Exploit some unique memory saving and performance improvement opportunities from the LSTM
training procedure and leverage them to propose the first cross-stack training solution, η-LSTM, for
large LSTM models.

η-LSTM comprises both software-level and hardware level innovations that effectively lower the
memory footprint upper-bound and excessive data movements during large LSTM training, while also
drastically improving training performance and energy efficiency.



Contributions

• Comprehensive characterization study for large LSTM training on modern GPUs and identify its root
cause for training inefficiencies.

• At the software level, introduced several key observations regarding the unique LSTM training data
patterns, which are then leveraged to enable large reduction on memory footprint, data movements and
training latency;

• At the hardware level, proposed a novel architecture designs that enable high logic utilization on
customized NPUs, while supporting our software-level optimizations and further enhancing LSTM training
performance and energy efficiency.

• Overall η-LSTM design surpasses the state-of-the-art GPU implementation by an average of 3.99× (up to
5.73×) on performance and 2.75× (up to 4.25×) on energy.



State of Art LSTM Training



Challenges For Large Lstm Training

• Performance and energy efficiency decreases with increasing model size.

• Training larger LSTMs frequently results in lower hardware throughput and energy efficiency.

• Training solution does not scale with increasing LSTM model size.

• Nvidia RTX5000 with Turing architecture and V100 with Volta architecture.



Root Cause For Large LSTM Training Efficiency

• Parameters, activations, and intermediate variables play important role.
• Storage, performance and energy inefficiency.

• 1.08x and 4.34x more data movement of intermediate variables and 47.18% of total memory footprint occupied.



Software-Level Optimization-1

• Cell-level Reduction for Intermediate Variables.

• Reordering creates a new set of variables that exhibit much higher data compression opportunities and can
be effectively compressed to travel between FW and BP cells, resulting in significant memory footprint and
latency reduction for LSTM training.

• Zero-pruning compression and skipping BP computation



single loss LSTM

Per-timestep loss LSTM

• Some BP cells contribute nearly nothing to weight update

• Reduce BP layer length to reduce computation and data
movement

Software-Level Optimization-2

• Insignificant BP Cell Prediction



η-LSTM Architecture with Omni-PE

• Omni-PE contains one multiplier and one adder. Four multiplexers (MUX) inserted between the multiplier and adder. A MUX is employed
before the output queue to select the appropriate output from either the multiplier or the adder.

• For matrix-vector multiplication (·), both the multiplier and adder will be activated; the adder acts as the accumulator and the output MUX 
collects the results from the partial output queue.

• For element-wise multiplication () and outer production (), only the multiplier will be activated, and its output will be sent to the output queue 
through the final MUX to skip the adder.

• For element-wise addition (+), only the adder will be activated which will take both inputs to the PE. The final MUX will select results from 
the partial output queue.

The Omni-PE Design



Overall η-LSTM Architecture

PEs are divided to perform MatMul and EW operations. During the forward propagation, since the EW operations depend on the results from
MatMul, the PEs assigned for EW will first support MatMul (i.e., swing PEs) and then return to process EW once the adequate inputs have
been generated from MatMul. Note that there exists no pipeline stalls as the swing PEs design can effectively avoid dependency waiting by
reassigning the necessary number of PEs from EW for MatMul outputs generation.

• Channels: Omni PEs + Activation Module
• Architecture: Dynamic channel swing & customized DMA for computation skipping

The Customized DMA Module



Experimental Setup
• GPU NVIDIA Tesla V100 (Baseline and software implementation)

 5,120 Shading Units @1230 MHz
 L1 cache/Shared Memory: 128KB*80
 Default Memory: 32GB HBM w/ 897GB/s Bandwidth

• Accelerator Implementation – Xilinx Virtex Ultrascale+HBM VCU128 FPGA Evaluation Board
 2,852K System Logic Cells
 9,024 DSP Slices
 Memory: 8GB HBM w/ 224GB/s Bandwidth (only use 40 channels)

• 6 Popular LSTM Benchmarks



Comparison Cases

(1)Baseline: the state-of-the-art GPU accelerated LSTM training execution; 

(2) MS1: our cell-level variables’ reduction optimization  implemented on top of the state of-the-art GPU; 

(3) MS2: our BP cell computation reduction implemented on GPU; 

(4) Combine-MS: our combined software-level memory-saving optimizations on GPU; 

(5) LSTM Inf: state-of-the-art LSTM inference accelerator design;

(6) Static-Arch: the architectural design for LSTM training with computational resources statically distributed across several 
hardware modules for conducting different operations (the distribution is based on the TREC10 configuration); 

(7)Dyn-Arch: our architectural design of η-LSTM with dynamic resource allocation but without software-level memory-
saving optimizations



• Software Level optimization achieves an average of 1.56x speed up (Up to 1.79x)
• Hardware Level Optimization achieves an average of 1.42x speed up (Up to 1.85x)

• Together, LSTM achieves an average of 3.99x Speed Up (Up to 5.73x)

Improvement on Performance Speed Up



Improvement on Energy Savings

• Software Level optimization achieves an average of 1.54x Energy Saving (Up to 1.78x)
• Hardware Level Optimization achieves an average of 1.67x Energy Saving (Up to 2.69x)

• Together, LSTM achieves an average of 2.75x Energy Saving (Up to 4.25x)



Improvement on Data Movement

η-LSTM outperforms the baseline case by on average 40.85%, 32.89% and 80.04% on the data movement
reduction for weight matrices, activation data and intermediate variables, respectively.



Improvement on Memory Footprint

This integrated memory-saving optimizations achieve on average 57.52% (up to 75.75%) reduction in 
memory footprint



Conclusion

η-LSTM, the first cross-stack training solution for large LSTM models.

It comprises both software-level and hardware-level innovations that effectively lower the
memory footprint upper-bound and excessive data movements during large LSTM training.

It also drastically improving training performance and energy efficiency (3.99x and 2.75x
respectively compared to GPU).
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